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Knowledge is like a drug, the more you gains, the more one craves. It’s 

widely acknowledged that the knowledge is a powerful force, which exerted 

in everyone’s body. Retrospectively, from the history and my own 

experiences, knowledge can either enhance life or became destructive. If 

human beings do not use it properly, knowledge may produce an injurious 

influence in science. What’s more, knowledge can perplex adolescent 

through their growth. However, this does not mean that knowledge isn’t 

significant, it always a vivacious resource to keep the world continuous and 

intelligent consequently. When knowledge reaches a certain point, it can 

indeed become burden. Throughout the history during World War II, nuclear 

weapons have been used and caused a rigorous consequence when the 

United States drooped an Atomic Bomb on Japan in 1945. Since then, 

scientists have concentrating on these weapons of plethora destruction in 

case they are ever needed again. These dangerous weapons, if placed in the 

wrong band, can induce a large amount of annihilation. The scientists, who 

engaged in the innovation of these weapons, are some of the transcendent 

people in the world. On account of the knowledge needed to create these 

bombs is extravagant. Although, with all what knowledge, these people are 

apparently cause a risk upon the society. The extent to which their 

knowledge has reached, has caused a cargo on society due to that if these 

weapons get out and put in the wrong places carelessly, we mankind could 

possibly face the WW III. With the augment of knowledge, the new creations 

and new materials to make these weapons are going to become more 

powerful that with one blow can harm a country. This is a hazardous 

example of when knowledge can be a burden rather than a benefit. Take 
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another example from my life experience, as I’m going through the line from 

impetuousness to maturity, some of my sentimental thoughts always have 

confused me into a deep meditation. Ingenuous imaginations were becoming

fading in my thoughts instead of deliberating on how to trust people and 

some other things being recreated among adults. People began to hide or 

deceive their true feelings even between their families. There became less 

connection between family members, as they grow older. The lack of 

communication and the mass confusion among the fast developing world, 

drive people to vex a lot. Although, they essentially know a large quantity of 

knowledge, the knowledge we gain from the social experiences may against 

our naive thoughts inside our mind. Decreasing people’s ingenuous nature 

and the connections of people will become even colder than nowadays 

situation. Even if the burden will reduce as time pass by, its impact will be 

everlasting in people’s growth. To sum up, as the world’s knowledge rapidly 

upsurges, knowledge won’t constantly become our advantage when you look

deeply into it. Some times knowledge can became an unprecedented 

influence both in bad and good dimensions. Contrastingly, knowledge is a 

vital necessity with no doubt from life experience; it still could be an 

insidious burden if we think more. 
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